Why Do I Need to Know the length of my RV?

For all RV space requests, we **MUST** know the length of your rig in order for you to be accommodated best.

Please indicate length using guideline below:

Rig(s) Length:___________________________

When measuring your RV for parking, measure from exterior nose to tail, and side to side with pop outs in the open position. Include in the measurement the hitch and any accessory that lengthens the RV. The RV must fit both in length and width in the RV space. Do not include tow vehicles in your measurement. Tow vehicles attached to RV’s will not fit in any single RV space. Tow vehicles can be parked in your RV space if it is contained 100% within the RV space, or may be parked in the main or overflow parking lots. Use the diagram above referencing from A to B as shown when taking measurements. Or call the office for clarification. (760) 872-4263

RV spaces are constructed weeks in advance from empty fields with the help of the Bishop High School Football Team under the direction of the long standing (or suffering) RV Chairman. Most Bishop Mule Days Celebration RV spaces are approximately 20’x40’ and are not pull throughs.

If you prefer more space you are welcome to purchase an additional dry camping RV spaces in Lot E and Lot F only and based on availability.

**Additional adjacent dry camping RV spaces in Lot E and Lot F only are available for those who would like a pull through or would like more space to stretch out.**